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prose? Feng Jicai once joked: a mundane walk in the road - like
prose. Visible. is the most free and lively all text genre prose.
unfettered. it is light and flexible. easy lyrical scenery; ridicule
easy The confrontation of ideas; meanders easy ramble life.
Prose and life are closely related. the bits and pieces of life. as
small as a drop of water. a flower. big mountains and lakes.
forest and grassland. and both can into the text. Or Acura
nature. or chant love or emotion. life. or enjoy playing in the
countryside. or meditation urban hustle and bustle . It can be
said. a life where there is prose. After reading the most beautiful
prose in a book contains essays. literary beauty shining
everywhere. read everywhere...
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Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like
how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You
will not sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Tim m othy Schulist-- Tim m othy Schulist
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